
 

 

London, UK - Labante London, a British vegan luxury brand, is proud to announce a new 

collaborative collection with American contemporary painter Iris Scott.  

Simply name LaBante x Iris the collection features four vegan totes from LaBante’s collection, 

featuring a detachable shoulder strap with artwork designed by Iris, which is made to be reversible 

depending on the wearers desired style. The bags are 100% cruelty free, sustainable, and ethically 

produced, with interiors made from reclaimed plastic bottles while the exteriors are made with 

vegetable by products and microfibre making the products themselves easily biodegradable.  

“Iris and I connected via Zoom early this year and a naturel partnership blossomed from there,” 

Vanita Badlani, founder and CEO of LaBante London, said in a prepared statement. “This 

collaboration is about sustainable fashion converging with the art world and changing the narrative 

in fashion. This will be a collection that ultimately gives back to the planet.” 

“I am proud to work with a brand that is not only cruelty free but also gives back to the planet” Iris 

Scott said in a statement, “I am looking forward to sharing this beautiful collection with my art 

connoisseurs.” 

The full collection will launch on the LaBante website on 28th October 2022.  

## 

About LaBante London:  

LaBante London is a PETA approved British brand that is built with the core values of sustainability 

and cruelty free fashion. Established in 2009, they produce items with an ethos of “Fashion With 

Respect”. Being the pioneers of vegan fashion, Vanita Badlani has also been part of the fixing fashion 

bill held in the House of Commons in 2018 and works towards improving the sustainability levels in 

the fashion industry.  

About Iris Scott:  

Iris Scott is an American Contemporary Painter working in the Instinctualist style. Instinctualism is 

40,000 years old making it the oldest school of mark making, with thematics founded in animal 

imagery and mystical experience.  

 

https://labante.co.uk/
https://www.irisscottfineart.com/


 

 


